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Abstract
Investigations into the role of anthropogenic climate change in extreme weather events are now
starting to extend into analysis of anthropogenic impacts on non-climate (e.g. socio-economic)
systems. However, care needs to be taken when making this extension, because methodological
choices regarding extreme weather attribution can become crucial when considering the events’
impacts. The fraction of attributable risk (FAR) method, useful in extreme weather attribution
research, has a very specific interpretation concerning a class of events, and there is potential to
misinterpret results from weather event analyses as being applicable to specific events and their
impact outcomes. Using two case studies of meteorological extremes and their impacts, we argue
that FAR is not generally appropriate when estimating the magnitude of the anthropogenic signal
behind a specific impact. Attribution assessments on impacts should always be carried out in
addition to assessment of the associated meteorological event, since it cannot be assumed that the
anthropogenic signal behind the weather is equivalent to the signal behind the impact because of
lags and nonlinearities in the processes through which the impact system reacts to weather. Whilst
there are situations where employing FAR to understand the climate change signal behind a class of
impacts is useful (e.g. ‘system breaking’ events), more useful results will generally be produced if
attribution questions on specific impacts are reframed to focus on changes in the impact return
value and magnitude across large samples of factual and counterfactual climate model and impact
simulations. We advocate for constant interdisciplinary collaboration as essential for effective and
robust impact attribution assessments.

1. Introduction

Extreme event attribution (EEA) is a climate sci-
ence field where the influence of physical drivers is
isolated for specific extreme events. Commonly, the
driver of interest is anthropogenic climate change,
considering the influence on the frequency or mag-
nitude of observed extremes. Since its conception
(Allen 2003), there has been a wealth of attribution

studies assessing how anthropogenic climate change
has altered notable and high-impact events (e.g.
Peterson et al 2012, Herring et al 2020). Although
exact methodological approaches vary, many stud-
ies rely on climate models providing simulations of
factual and counterfactual climates, in other words,
simulations where observed anthropogenic climate
forcings are included, and simulations where these
forcings are omitted. Large sample sizes are essential,
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achieved by fully-coupled multi-model ensembles
(Lewis andKaroly 2013),multi-member ensembles of
single ormultiplemodels where initial conditions and
or/physics differ slightly (e.g. Pall et al 2011, Massey
et al 2015, Perkins and Gibson 2015, Guillod et al
2017,Hope et al 2018, Stone et al 2019), or a combina-
tion of these. Moreover, there are multiple techniques
to undertake event attribution assessments, such as
the fraction of attributable risk (FAR) probability
framework (Allen 2003, Stott et al 2004, Stone and
Allen 2005); the story-line approach (e.g. Hoerling
et al 2013, Trenberth et al 2016, Shepherd 2016,
Zappa and Shepherd 2017, Patricola and Wehner
2018, Wehner et al 2019, Reed et al 2020); a com-
parison of model ensembles with different forcings
and/or physics (e.g. Hope et al 2018); and statist-
ical estimations of shifts in extreme return levels (e.g.
Eden et al 2018). While FAR is commonly used in
EEA assessments, any method must accurately reflect
the attribution question being asked, which should be
clear in the initial study design (Otto et al 2012, Stone
et al 2021).

Recent research is focusing on what we term
‘impacts attribution’, an extension of EEA to specific
impacts within non-climate systems. Examples of
impacts attribution assessments undertaken include
human mortality during heatwaves (Mitchell et al
2016), the sustainability of fisheries (Litzow et al
2021), coral bleaching during marine heatwaves
(Lewis and Mallela 2018), incurred financial dam-
ages from hurricanes (Frame et al 2020a, Wehner and
Sampson 2021) and financial damages from flooding
and landslides associatedwith extreme rainfall events,
and drought (Frame et al 2020b). Some impact attri-
bution studies have relied on FAR (see section 2.1) to
determine the anthropogenic signal behind a specific
extreme event, and its impacts. However, the inter-
pretation of results has been inconsistent with their
application of FAR. FAR measures the change in fre-
quency of a class of events, and an impact is a specific
outcome of a singular event (Harrington 2017); FAR-
based impact attribution studies have interpreted res-
ults as applicable to the outcome rather than the class
(e.g. Mitchell et al 2016, Frame et al 2020a, 2020b).
We demonstrate this distinction for two examples of
impacts caused by extreme events to show that the
issue is systemic and does not pertain to just one type
of extreme event/impact combination.

2. Fraction of attributable risk (FAR)
and case studies

2.1. The fraction of attributable risk (FAR) method
FAR is an attribution diagnostic obtained by com-
paring frequencies of a class of events in factual and
counterfactual simulated climates, where the class
is defined by a fixed magnitude threshold, com-
monly a recently observed weather extreme (e.g. Stott
et al 2004). Some recent studies have attempted to

extend the FAR methodology to attributing changes
in impacts to anthropogenic influence (Mitchell et al
2016, Frame et al 2020a, 2020b). Whilst this paper
outlines caution in this extension, the method is
powerful for attribution studies in general, including
classes of impacts (see section 4.2).

Computed FAR values correspond to the change
in likelihood of events due to the causal factor (e.g.
anthropogenic climate change) with the same or
greater (or lesser, depending on the type of extreme)
magnitude of that threshold, and not the individual
threshold itself. To understand how anthropogenic
climate change influences extreme events, themethod
compares the frequency of events greater than or
equal to a threshold in the factual (which includes
historical anthropogenic forcing) and counterfactual
(anthropogenic forcing is omitted or removed) cli-
mate model simulations:

FAR= 1−
(
Pcfact
Pfact

)
= 1− 1/RR

where Pcfact is the event frequency in the counterfac-
tual simulations and Pfact is the event frequency in
the factual model simulations. The risk ratio (RR),
also known as probability ratio, is regularly reported
in attribution assessments, and is related to FAR as
follows:

RR=
Pfact
Pcfact

or RR= 1/(1− FAR) .

RR is often used in communicating attribution
statements due to its ease of interpretation compared
with FAR (note that RR still applies to a class of
events). The RR allows statements such as ‘the prob-
ability of a class of events occurring is RR times what
it would have been without anthropogenic influence
on the climate’ whereas FAR addresses the responsib-
ility of a causal factor for the occurrence of a class of
events. For instance, a FAR of 0.9 means that 90% of
events in the defined class that have occurred can be
attributed to the forcing (Stone and Allen 2005). This
interpretation assumes that events can be allocated
into a group that would have occurred regardless of
forcing, or a group that occurred only because of the
intervention, but this allocation can only be determ-
ined statistically (Hansen et al 2014). The chaotic cli-
mate system does not satisfy this assumption, but the
interpretation is still considered useful in understand-
ing anthropogenic influence provided it is not taken
too literally. We focus on FAR and not RR in this
study, since FAR has been computed in recent impact
attribution studies (e.g. Mitchell et al 2016, Frame
et al 2020a).

We employ FAR to determine how anthropogenic
climate change has altered the likelihood of the class
of extreme events in each case study discussed in
section 2.2. We also replicate how FAR has been used
to estimate the anthropogenic signal behind corres-
ponding impacts (Mitchell et al 2016, Frame et al
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2020a). This demonstrates how FAR estimates may
vary both across different extreme events and the
impacts; and what it really means when FAR analysis
is performed on the estimated impacts of extremes.

2.2. Case studies
In addition to investigating different types of
extremes and their impacts, our case studies were
chosen to fulfil multiple criteria:

• availability of existing climate model data that
adequately simulates the type of extreme event of
interest.

• documented relationships between the type of
extreme event and the severity of an impact, and:

• availability of a functional formulation relating cli-
mate variations underpinning the type of extreme
event to an impact (we refer to these as transfer
functions).

Our first case study is the hottest day dur-
ing the 2006 UK summer, a record-breaking sum-
mer at the time (Prior and Beswick 2007), and the
impacts of the high temperatures on human mor-
tality. The second is the New Zealand extreme rain-
fall event that occurred on the 4 April 2017, causing
wide-spread property damages to the North Island
(www.icnz.org.nz/natural-disasters/cost-of-natural-
disasters/, accessed 12 June 2020). We briefly describe
each below, with methodological details given in the
supplementary material.

We rely on transfer functions between weather
and impacts previously defined in the literature to
estimate impacts of the causal extreme event, with the
assumptions that they are fit for purpose in estimat-
ing the relative impact from the causal event, and that
the impact is altered only by anthropogenic climate
change influencing the causal event (i.e. the impact
is not altered by other influences such as effective
adaptation or mitigation, or that climate change dir-
ectly alters the transfer function). Note that it is
not within scope to evaluate the utility of previously
defined transfer functions and how their assumptions
or characteristics may impact the resulting attribu-
tion assessments. For example, our second case study
focuses only on publicly funded insurance payouts
for residential property damage (see section 2.2.2 and
supplementary material), ignoring the much larger
private insurance liability for asset damages as well as
downstream economic costs.

2.2.1. UK heat in 2006 and associated mortality
The UK summer of 2006 was unusually warm (Prior
and Beswick 2007). July 2006 in the UK was the hot-
test on record at the time, and a large heatwave cover-
ing much of continental Europe and the UK persisted
through July. This resulted in large increases in excess
temperature-related mortality across the season. In
terms of our illustrative attribution assessment, we

define our event as the single day with the highest
heat-related mortality for London, UK. This was the
26 July, with ∼60 deaths attributable to heat. The
observed mean temperature was 26.6 ◦C, and the
transfer function used to estimate mortality is the
distributed lag non-linear model (Gasparrini et al
2015), based on daily mean temperature. The daily
all-cause mortality totals and mean temperature are
used for the specific event (section 2.3) and FAR
(section 2.1) attribution assessments. Figure 1 sum-
marises the associated methods, which are explained
in detail in the supplementary material.

2.2.2. New Zealand extreme rainfall in 2017 and
Earthquake Commission (EQC) financial damages
In early April 2017, ex-Tropical Cyclone Debbiemade
landfall on the North Island of New Zealand. Signi-
ficant rainfall was recorded between 3 and 7 April
2017, but the peak in terms of both 1-day amounts
and the spatial area affected was on 4 April. Thus, we
define the meteorological event as the area-averaged
1-d rainfall total for the North Island on the 4 April
2017, which also equated to the highest daily rain-
fall event in the 18 year record that we examine. A
transfer function to estimate excess insurance payouts
covered by New Zealand’s public insurer, the EQC
has been previously defined (Pastor-Paz et al 2020).
The corresponding excess payout by the EQC for the
4 April 2017 was estimated at NZ$7.39 M using the
Pastor-Paz et al (2020)methodology fitted to observa-
tional data (Tait et al 2006; see supplementary mater-
ial). Specific event (section 2.3) and FAR (section 2.1)
attribution assessments were conducted using this
financial damage estimate, and the 1-in-18 year area-
averaged daily rainfall event from the correspond-
ing model (66.89 mm d−1). Figure 2 summarises the
associated methods, which are explained in detail in
the supplementary material. It should be noted that
the EQC payouts will not reflect the overall economic
consequences of the event, or even the insured losses.
Most of the damages associated with EQC payouts
arises from landslips, whereas most of the overall
insured losses from the event (NZ$91 M) were asso-
ciated with property flooding This complicates direct
comparison with studies of insured losses (e.g. Frame
et al 2020a). As noted in Frame et al (2020a), the full
economic consequences of extreme weather events
extend well beyond insured losses; data availability
prevent an analysis of the full economic impacts of
this event at this time.

2.3. Alternative approaches for impacts attribution
If we are asking how climate change has influenced
the impacts of a specific extreme event we should
not in general be assessing how the frequency of a
class of events has changed between counterfactual
and factual conditions. Rather, we should be assess-
ing how the of a specific impact has changed, between
factual and counterfactual conditions. For example,
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Figure 1. Flow chart outlining steps in performing attribution on the 2006 UK maximum daily mortality and the corresponding
daily mean temperature. The process is broken down into three main steps: (1) processing model data; (2) estimating impact;
(3) attribution of specific event and class of events. Squares indicate analyses and ovals indicate key data produced. Data from
factual model simulations are red; data from counterfactual model simulations are blue; and observed data is orange. General
processing is indicated in green (more detail given in the supplementary material), and attribution analysis in purple (sections 2.1
and 2.3).

Figure 2. Flow chart outlining steps in performing attribution on the New Zealand North Island highest daily rainfall event
(1-in-18 years) and the associated financial damages insured by the EQC (see supplementary material). The process is broken
down into three main steps: (1) processing model data; (2) estimating impact; (3) attribution of specific event and class of events.
Squares indicate analyses and ovals indicate key data produced. Data from factual model simulations are red; data from
counterfactual model simulations are blue; and observed data is orange. General processing is indicated in green (more detail
given in the supplementary material), and attribution analysis in purple (sections 2.1 and 2.3).

suppose a heatwave-induced mortality total of 200
people has a return period of 50 years under fac-
tual conditions. Under counterfactual conditions, the
1-in-50 year heatwave-causedmortality is 100 people.
Thus, the influence of anthropogenic climate change

on the impact of this specific event has resulted in
100 extra deaths, which in this case is a doubling of
the magnitude of the impact. The FAR and/or RR
methods would be appropriate if a mortality of at
least 200 people stressed a related system. Concluding
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Figure 3. Return periods of the maximum daily heat-related mortality during June and July, for London. The estimated ‘observed’
heat-related mortality during the heatwave is shown by the black dashed line, which corresponds to 60 excess deaths on the 26
July 2006. For the model results, excess mortality is computed using the same method as per the observations (see supplementary
material), but estimated from each bias corrected ensemble member taken from the CAM5.1–1 degree climate model (100
members each for the factual and counterfactual simulations). The lower and higher solid red (blue) lines respectively represent
the 5th and 95th confidence intervals of the return periods for the factual (counterfactual) simulations with the dashed lines of
lighter shade indicating the median of the respective experiment. The dashed grey line is indicative of a 1-in-10 year return
period. Bias correction is done according to the Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project (ISI-MIP) method
(Hemple et al 2013). Confidence intervals and the median are computed using the percentile bootstrap method (Paciorek et al
2018), performed 10 000 times.

that the frequency of a heat-induced mortality rate
of at least 200 deaths has increased can provide use-
ful knowledge for adaptation to impacts of extremes,
particularly when resources such as public health
infrastructure may be put under extreme stress or
even collapse when this daily mortality rate occurs
and/or is exceeded. However, the relevance of this
form of attribution statement is specifically tied to the
risk of system stress or failure which may not be rel-
evant inmany cases where such a threshold cannot be
defined. This is not the same attribution information
as for the specific impact of 200 deaths.

3. Results

3.1. 2006 UK heat
Figure 3 shows return periods estimated from model
simulations of the highest daily heat-related Jun-
e/July mortality in London. The observed mortal-
ity on the 26 July 2006 (60 deaths) is indicated
by the dashed horizontal line. Figure 3 shows that
the daily heat-related mortality total has increased

under factual climate conditions (red), compared to
counterfactual conditions (blue). A traditional FAR
analysis yields a range of 0.37–0.5. These results
describe the anthropogenic signal behind the fre-
quency of a heat-related mortality impact that causes
at least—not only—60 deaths over a single day dur-
ing June–July in London. Additionally, a FAR assess-
ment on the corresponding extreme heat has a dif-
ferent signal, between 0.46 and 0.67. This means
that 46%–67% of days with London temperatures
that exceed 26.6 ◦C (i.e. that resulted in the mor-
tality total of at least 60) are due to anthropo-
genic climate change (see figure S1 (available online
at stacks.iop.org/ERL/17/024009/mmedia) in supple-
mentary material for corresponding return periods).
The attributable change in themeteorological event is
greater than that of the impact, highlighting that the
relationship between the causal event and the impact
can be non-linear.

The currently common impact attribution ques-
tion concerns the excess deaths attributable to anthro-
pogenic climate change. According to figure 3, the
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Figure 4. Return periods of the EQC payouts on the North Island during daily rainfall events. The estimated ‘observed’ excess
financial damages of NZ$7.39 M is shown by the black dashed line, which occurred on the 4 April 2017. For the model results,
financial damages were computed using the same method as per Pastor-Paz et al (2020; please see supplementary material), but
fitted to each separate factual (455 members) and counterfactual (191 members) simulation across each year (December
2016–November 2017) from the weather@home ensemble. The lower and higher solid red (blue) lines respectively represent the
5th and 95th confidence intervals of the return periods for the factual (counterfactual) simulations with the dashed lines of lighter
shade indicating the median of the respective experiment. The grey dashed line represents the return period of the estimated
observed EQC payouts (an event of NZ$7.39 M occurs every 1.35 years on average in the factual simulations). Confidence
intervals and the median are calculated using percentile bootstrap method (Paciorek et al 2018), performed 10 000 times.

average return period of a heat-related mortality
event of 60 people in the factual experiments is once
every 4 years, and in the counterfactual the mortality
associated with a 1-in-4 year event is 50 deaths. Thus,
anthropogenic climate change has increased the num-
ber of deaths associated with a 1-in-4 year event in
London by ten deaths, with a 5th–95th percentile
range of 1–19 deaths. To summarise, when interested
in an event class question, 37%–50% of deaths are
attributable to anthropogenic climate change when
themortality rate is at least 60, but if we are interested
in the event itself, 17% (10 deaths out of 60) are attrib-
utable to the anthropogenic influence on the climate.

3.2. 2017 New Zealand North Island rainfall event
Figure 4 shows return periods of EQC payouts (see
supplementary material). The estimated payouts on
the 4 April 2017 (NZ$7.39M, indicated by the dashed
horizontal line), does not appear to be rare. We com-
pute return periods of payouts worth NZ$7.39 M
of about every 1.35 years in the factual world, and

about every 1.7–2.3 years in the counterfactual world;
and a FAR measure of 0.16–0.41. When concerned
about the actual impact, the median figure associ-
ated with an event occurring every 1.35 years in the
counterfactual simulations is NZ$6.9 M (5th–95th
percentile NZ$6.75 M–$7.14 M), compared to the
factual median figure of NZ$7.39 M (NZ$7.35 M–
$7.49 M). This indicates that NZ$490 000—or
7% (4.6%–8%)—of the cumulative financial impact
across the North Island estimated in the factual sim-
ulations is attributable to human influence.

The above FAR for the class of rainfall-related
EQC payouts is different from the FAR for the
class of corresponding daily rainfall, which spans
0.01–0.89. That is, anthropogenic forcing has con-
tributed between none and almost 90% to the fre-
quency of events at least as intense as the 1-in-18 year
daily area-averaged rainfall (see section 2.2.2 and sup-
plementary material). The large range indicates that
the degree of the anthropogenic signal is uncertain (at
least according to the model set-up used). Moreover,
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the shift in return periods is more considerable—
yet variable—for the specific rainfall event com-
pared to the corresponding financial damages, ran-
ging from 16 to 31 years in the counterfactual world,
to 21–66 years under factual conditions (see figure
S2 in the supplementary material). The uncertain
FAR estimates and considerable overlap of rainfall
return periods beyond 5 years is likely a result of
sampling uncertainty further in the tail of the distri-
bution, especially in the counterfactual simulations
(see figure S2).

The anthropogenic effect on the financial risk dif-
fers strongly from the effect on the associated met-
eorological hazard, especially when considering a spe-
cific event. This is likely due to a combination of
factors, including the spatial extent and intensity of
rainfall over inhabited versus non-inhabited regions,
and the spatial heterogeneity of the transfer func-
tion (see supplementary material). For example, an
exceptional amount of rainmay have fallen over areas
with little residential property, and whilst contribut-
ing to the overall extremity of the rainfall event, would
not have contributed to the excess financial outcome.
This underpins why we strongly recommend that the
causal event and the associated impacts be treated
separately in terms of estimating the anthropogenic
influence.

4. Discussion

Extending weather event attribution to impacts is
very new, yet gaining in popularity (e.g. Mitchell
et al 2016, Schaller et al 2016, Kay et al 2018, Otto
et al 2020, Mitchell 2021, Vicedo-Cabrera et al 2021).
Whilst isolating the climate change signal behind
impacts caused by weather extremes can be attractive
to many working in impacts-related fields, results are
relevant only if the methodologies employed suit the
specific question being asked. This paper has demon-
strated a subtle, yet important issue surrounding the
attribution of impacts of extreme weather events to
anthropogenic climate change. Via two separate illus-
trative case studies we have demonstrated that this
issue is non-negligible and applies to multiple types
of weather extremes and impact outcomes.

4.1. Considerations when undertaking attribution
assessments on impacts
First, we once again make clear that the FAR (and
associated RR) framework assesses the change sig-
nal on a class of events. FAR reflects the change in
frequency of an event at least as big as the chosen
threshold, due to anthropogenic influence on the cli-
mate. When a FAR assessment is undertaken, the
calculated FAR/RR values pertain to the exceedance
of the threshold defined by the observed event, and
not specifically the threshold itself (Harrington 2017).
Care should be taken to use FAR only in appropriate
circumstances.

Secondly, it is strongly recommended that any
attribution assessment concerning the impacts of a
meteorological event be carried out in full, i.e. in
addition to the causal meteorological event. As espe-
cially demonstrated by the New Zealand rainfall case
study, it should not be assumed that the relationship
between an extreme event and its impact is linear and
that the anthropogenic signal from the extreme event
seamlessly transfers to the corresponding impact. The
more non-linear the impact response is to the met-
eorological event, the more important it is to separate
the attribution assessments (Sutton 2019). This non-
linearity is likely due to a number of factors, including
the inhomogeneous spatial pattern of the meteorolo-
gical event. Because impacts do not usually scale lin-
early with meteorological hazards, it will in general
not be sufficient simply to equate the fractional attrib-
utable risk (FAR) as the fractional attributable impact
(Mitchell et al 2016, Frame et al 2020a).

Thirdly, main assumption of our study is that the
only path to altering the impact of an extreme event
is via anthropogenic climate change influencing the
event itself. In fact, there are very likely other influ-
ences on some impacts caused by an extreme event,
including whether the corresponding transfer func-
tion and its relationship to the causal event is affected
by climate change, the adoption of mitigation prac-
tises that may negate the potential magnitude of the
impact (for example, effective public health warn-
ings, or insurance companies rising their financial
thresholds such that less damage is paid out), or even
random factors such as the loss of life during floods
being at least partially influenced by the unfortunate
situation of being in the wrong place at the wrong
time. There are also other impacts that are more
fixed and therefore so would transfer function that
ties the impact to an extreme event, such as damage
to existing structures from events including wildfire,
floods and landslides. Whilst outside the scope of our
study to comprehensively assess this issue, we strongly
encourage all authors of impacts attribution assess-
ments to critically evaluate how influences on the
impact and/or corresponding transfer function may
increase or decrease the uncertainty of their results.
Indeed, to more fully understand the complex nature
of impacts attribution, there is a need to specifically
address this issue with targeted, future research.

Despite these considerations, one can still estim-
ate the anthropogenic signal behind the impacts of a
specific extreme event. Indeed, this can and should
be done with the same tools (such as extensive fac-
tual and counterfactual process-based model simula-
tions) that are used in FAR assessments. As demon-
strated with figures 3 and 4, impact attribution can
be framed as the change in the waiting time of an
impact with a specific magnitude, and/or the change
in the magnitude of an impact with the same return
period across factual and counterfactual physical cli-
mate model simulations.
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4.2. Can FAR be useful for attributing impacts to
climate change?
There are situations where FAR can be useful for
impacts attribution, if we are interested in the signal
behind the frequency of a class of impacts, and not
in a singular event. This measure could be appropri-
ate when concerned about the ‘breaking’ of a system
related to a specific impact. For example, heat-related
mortality at or above a certain total or rate could
throw public health infrastructure into disarray, sim-
ilar to what many countries have attempted to avoid
during the COVID-19 pandemic. With this framing,
FAR is appropriate to determine changes in the fre-
quency of this class of impacts due to climate change,
such that the corresponding pressure on related sys-
tems is quantified.

Therefore, appropriate question framing is essen-
tial during the initial design of an attribution study
(Otto et al 2012). For example, a question on a spe-
cific event might be:

‘How has the magnitude of an impact that occurs
every Y years changed under anthropogenic influence on
the climate?’

or:
‘How has the waiting time for an impact of a spe-

cific magnitude altered under anthropogenic influence
on the climate?’

versus a FAR-based question:
‘How much of the frequency of a class of impacts is

due to anthropogenic emissions’?
Such questions need to be defined early and kept

constant through the study so that the appropri-
ate methods and communication tools are employed
(Stone et al 2021). Moreover, it is important to con-
sult with relevant stakeholders whomay help determ-
ine the exact framing of analysis, and understand how
the characteristics of impact transfer functions may
affect the resulting impact attribution assessment.

5. Conclusions

This paper has discussed a subtle yet importantmeth-
odological consideration in attributing the impacts
of an extreme weather event to climate change. We
achieved this by investigating two separate extreme
event case studies that induced different impacts.
We highlight that for impacts attribution to be rel-
evant, FAR should not necessarily be employed for
calculating the anthropogenic climate change signal
behind the specific impacts of a specific event. How-
ever, FAR can be useful in quantifying the change
in risk of a whole class of (usually related) events.
We suggest two ways to reframe impacts attribution
such that the focus is on a specific event in terms of
changes in return period or magnitude. Moreover,
any impacts-related attribution—whether on a spe-
cific event impact or a class of impacts—should be
performed on the impact estimated from the transfer

function, and not assumed to be seamlessly related to
the anthropogenic signal of the meteorological event.

There is substantial interest in determining the
anthropogenic climate change signal behind the
impacts caused by extreme weather events. This is
an opportunity for the research community, but also
brings new methodological questions as we try to
grapple with the emergence of extremes that are,
in some cases, outpacing our attempts to under-
stand their emergence. However, we must ensure that
analyses adhere to the purpose of the underpinning
method/s employed, as well as considering any data
and methodological limitations in both climate sci-
ence and the corresponding impact/s sectors. Con-
stant and comprehensive interdisciplinary collabor-
ation, along with clear and well-thought-out project
design and methods, will be essential for the robust-
ness of future impacts attribution assessments.
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